More than 70% of Japanese IT companies are engaged in the offshore development of their products in China. However, a decrease in the quality of the accompanying Japanese engineering documentation has become a serious problem due to errors in Japanese grammar. A proofreading system is therefore required for offshore development cases. The goal of this research is to construct an automatic proofreading system for the Japanese language that can be used in offshore development. We considered an example-based proofreading approach that can effectively use our proofreading corpus and simultaneously process multiple types of error. There are three main steps in the proofreading system. They are the search step, the check step and the replace step. We will make a demostration for the proofreading system and simulated the use of our example-based approach. The results show that using the entire corpus can reduce the errors by over 66%. 
Introduction
With the advancement of corporate globalization, the outsourcing of system development to foreign countries (i.e., offshore development) has increased in IT companies. More than 70% of Japanese IT companies currently have the offshore development of their products in China. With respect to offshore development in China, there is an increase in cases where native Chinese engineers are employed by the offshore vendor in both the software development phase and the design phase. This means that a large proportion of the engineering documentation, such as the specifications and technical reports, are created in Japanese by Chinese native engineers. Generally, the engineers who prepare the documentation are very proficient in Japanese. However, this has been accompanied by a decrease in the quality of the engineering documentation due to misuse of the language used by the purchaser, and the purchaser is required to manually proofread the engineering documentation. To reduce the cost of manually proofreading, there is a need for the development of a "document proofreading system" that automatically proofreads the documentation in the language of the purchaser. The goal of this research is to construct an automatic proofreading system for Japanese which can be utilized for offshore development.
Recently, proofreading technologies (or error detection, correction) have been considered as applied technologies for the machine translation and the language education. Many recent studies have focused on proofreading for English as a Second Language (ESL) learners (Izumi et al., 2003; Han et al., 2006; Gamon et al., 2008; Gamon, 2010) . Other researches (Oyama and Matsumoto, 2010; Imaeda et al., 2003; Nampo et al., 2007; Suzuki and Toutanova, 2006; Mizumoto et. al, 2011) focus on errors that are more common to Japanese learners, such as case particles. The error correcting corpora used in previous works (regarding Japanese as a Second Language (JSL)) was acquired from essays, examinations, and social network services. These corpora include all types of error made by all levels of Japanese "learners." It is impractical to cover all such in the construction of a proofreading system. We assume that there are limited types of error made by the native Chinese engineers, and concentrate on some specific categories (because the engineers are not Japanese "learners").
We had analyzed a Japanese proofreading corpus that provides a history of proofreading for offshore development in China (Cheng, 2012) . According to our findings, most types of errors mentioned in the proofreading corpus relate to the misuse of particles. However, the misuse of particles usually occurs together with other types of errors in the same sentence (see TABLE 1), and it is difficult to define general rules for the proofreading of these multiple types of errors. In this demo, we will make a demostration of an example-based proofreading approach for the multiple types of errors. This example-based approach requires a sample collection, and our proofreading corpus can be directly used for the example-based approach. We can adopt the example-based approach in English or any other language, as long as there is a proofreading corpus in the language.
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An introduction of Japanese proofreading corpus in offshore development
We had analyzed the Chinese native engineers' misuse tendency of Japanese in the proofreading corpus (Cheng, 2012) . The corpus is a history of proofreading written by a native Japanese proofreader who has experience in the correction of engineering documents prepared by native Chinese engineers in offshore development. Our proofreading corpus includes 8404 examples, which were collected from 519 documents. These documents were prepared by 20 engineers who have successfully passed the N1 level of the Japanese-Language Proficiency Test (JLPT:
http://www.jlpt.jp/e/guideline/testsections.html). We assume that the error tendencies noted in these documents normally occur in all of the engineering documentation in the offshore development industry.
A proofreading example contained in the proofreading corpus is shown in TABLE 1. The proofreading example includes the before proofreading sentence and the result after manual proofreading. Many of the proofreading examples involved multiple types of error like this example in the proofreading corpus. We classified the proofreading examples and investigated the distribution of the proofreading types in the corpus.
TABLE 2 shows the distribution of the proofreading corpus. The largest category of the proofreading is Category 2 that occupies about 53% (5096/9644) more than the entire half. Category 2 includes the proofreading of particles and the verb. This observation is similar to previous work (Oyama, 2010 ), but we found that the ratio of this type of error in the proofreading corpus is more than in Japanese learner's error data. The next largest is Category 3 that occupies the entire 23% (2223/9644). Category 4 accounts for 13% of the whole, and Category 1 accounts for 11% of the whole. Because Category 2 errors occur most frequently, we know that although the engineers have high Japanese proficiency, it is difficult to become proficient in the usage of particles and verbs.
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The Demostrating System -An Example-based proofreading approach
Many examples of our proofreading corpus include multiple types of errors in a single sentence. It is difficult to introduce rules for proofreading multiple types of errors. By contrast, our corpus is not large enough for normal machine learners, because some proofreading examples occur only once and it causes the data sparse problem. To effectively use our proofreading corpus, we considered an example-based proofreading approach instead of using the machine-learning approach.
The system flowchart
FIGURE 1 shows the system flowchart and the process of proofreading. This system includes a proofreading corpus, which includes the original sentence (it includes error or misuse) and the proofreading result. The system proofreads wide types of errors and misuse by searching the corpus to find the useful examples. There are three main steps in the proofreading system. They are the search step (the part ③ in FIGURE 1), the check step (the part ④ in FIGURE 1) and the replace step (the part ⑤ in FIGURE 1). The flow of the proofreading approach is described as the following paragraph.
The target proofreading documents are inputted into the system, and then the system divides the document to sentences and processes the sentences respectively (the part ① in FIGURE 1). Then the system will do several processes to require information for proofreading (the part ② in FIGURE 1).
These processes include morphological analysis, dependency parsing and the Semantic analysis. In the part ③ (search step), the system searches the proofreading corpus to find the useful examples for the proofreading, here the system will use the morphological and dependency information to search. The search results possibly have more than one example.
In the part ④, the system checks the search example in search step by estimating the similarity of the words in the target sentence and the proofreading examples. If there is no similar example in part ③ and ④ (after check step, it is possible that the searching results are rejected), the system will back to the part ② to process the next target sentence. If the search results pass the check step, the proofreading example can be used to proofread the target sentence.
In part ⑤ (replace step), the system will refer to the before sentence and the after sentence of the proofreading example to proofreading the target sentence. This means that the system will do "similar" proofreading to the target as the proof-reader was done in the example. Then the system outputs the proofreading results of the target sentence. In next section, we describe more detail about the main steps of the proofreading system.
FIGURE 1 -The flowchart of our example-based proofreading system.
The main steps of the example-based approach
FIGURE 2 -an example of the example-based proofreading approach FIGURE 2 shows an example of the example-based proofreading approach. The input sentence "パ ラメータの文字列転換はされていない．(The parameter has not been string converted.)" is the proofreading target. The system analysed the target sentence, than searched the corpus and found a possibly useful example "Before: 引数のエンコード転換はされていない → After: 引 数がエンコード変換されていない(The argument is not converted the encoding.)". Then the system proofread the target sentence using the similar replacement in the example. That is, changing the particle "の(no)" in the target to the particle "が(ga)", changing the word "転換 (convert)" to the word "変換(convert)", and deleting the particle "は(ha)". Therefore, the target sentence became to "パラメータが文字列変換されていない(The parameter has not been string converted. )". In our approach, if the proofreading example occurs once in the corpus, the system can use the example to proofread a new "similar" sentence. Therefore this approach can use the proofreading corpus efficiency.
Search
Step: "Is there any useful proofreading example for the target sentence in the proofreading corpus?"
FIGURE 3 -The search key word of the target sentence and its rearch results
In this step, the system uses the dependency analysis results of the target sentence. FIGURE 3 shows the search keywords and the search result. The system used the substantives and the declinable words that have dependency relations in the target sentence to search the corpus. The proofreading examples in the corpus should also be analyzed with respect to the dependency structure and semantic structure. It should be noted that the system does not only search the string of the keywords, but also searches the morphological information and semantic information of words, such as the keyword pair . If the before proofreading sentence has a dependency relation that is similar to the keyword pair, the example is selected as a candidate for proofreading the target sentences. FIGURE 3 has only one search result, which is the example in TABLE 1. If there is no search result, the system reverts to part  in FIGURE 1 to process the next target sentence.
Check
Step: "Is the example really appropriate?"
After searching the corpus, some (possibly) useful examples for proofreading were found. However, not all of these examples are useful for proofreading. In this step, the system checks two conditions regarding the example. The conditions are "Is the example similar to the target sentence?" and "Can the target replace the example?" Considering the example in FIGURE 4, the target sentence should be similar to the before proofreading sentence. Also, there should be parts of the target sentence that can be replaced to change the before proofreading sentence to the after proofreading sentence.
For checking the first condition, the system considers the similarity of the corresponding words in the dependency structure between the target sentence and the before proofreading sentence. In this case, the system checked the word pair "パラメータ (parameter) / 引数 (argument)" and "文字列 (string) / エンコード (encoding)". The similarity of the word pair is calculated according to the following equation:  Similarty = α × Txt ÷ WordLen + β × Syn + γ × Sem FIGURE 4 -The dependency structure of target, and before / after sentences Where:  α, β, γ : The coefficients that can be changed for different proofreading corpus and manual tuning  Txt: The edit distance between the words  WordLen: The count of the character of the words  Syn: The distance between the words in the dependency structure.  Sem: The distance of the semantic class between the words, it can be tuning manually If the similarity is smaller than a threshold value, the proofreading example will be excluded. The threshold value can be set manually for different situation, such as the different industry, company or project. In this case, the word pair "パラメータ (parameter) / 引数 (argument)" and "文字列 (string) / エンコード (encoding)" have similar usage in this offshore vendor.
To check the second condition, the system compares the morphological sequences of the before proofreading sentence and the after proofreading sentence. In FIGURE 4, the sub-sequence "引数 (argument) / の(no) /" is changed to "引数(argument) / が(ga)/", and the sub-sequence "転換 (convert) / は(ha) /" is changed to "変換(convert)". Then, the system can use the sub-sequence in before proofreading sentence to rewrite the sub-sequence in the target sentence. If there is no need for the rewritten sub-sequence in the proofreading example, this example will be excluded.
Replace
Step: Replace the proofreading part in the target sentence After the checking step, the remaining examples can be used to proofread the target sentence. The sub-sequence that is rewritten in the proofreading example can be used for proofreading. Considering the case in FIGURE 2, the system can proofread the words "パラメータ/の/" to "パ ラメータ/が/", and the sub-sequence "引数 (argument)/の(no)/" is changed to "引数/が(ga)/". Then, the system replaces all replaceable sub-sequences and outputs the proofreading result "パ ラメータが文字列変換されていない．(The parameter has not been string converted)."
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System performance -a simulation
As described in section 4.2, the system requires several coefficients for the check step. However, the coefficients and threshold value need to be tuned, but this is currently difficult, as more examples are required for tuning. In this paper, we made a simulation that can estimate the upper limit of the recall. This simulation followed the approach that we described in section 4, but the check step is performed manually. That is, when the system checked the similarity between words, we judge the word pair manually.
The testing data, which includes 324 examples, is a part of our proofreading corpus. The distribution of the testing data is shown in TABLE 3 and is similar to the distribution of the whole corpus. The remaining part of the corpus (8080 examples) is used to proofread the testing data.
We repeated the simulation five times, and the results are shown in TABLE 4 (from the column "Sim 1" to "Sim 5"). To investigate the relationship between the scope of the proofreading and the size of the proofreading corpus, we randomly selected sentences in several sizes from the proofreading corpus in each simulation. The sizes are shown in the first column in TABLE 4.  TABLE 4 shows that use of the entire corpus can reduce 66% of the errors. The proofreading result obtained by using a random part of the corpus is homogeneous. We can consider that the distribution of the entire corpus is also homogeneous.
